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ABOUT KAPLAN FINANCIAL

Part of Kaplan Learning Institute, Kaplan Financial is one of Singapore’s leading providers of professional accounting and finance 
programmes, having trained thousands of students to date.

Kaplan Financial has been accorded a number of honours by our partners, demonstrating our commitment to achieving excellent standards 
of teaching and providing outstanding student support and learning facilities. Widely recognised as an institution with dedicated lecturers 
and a proven track record of exceptional pass rates, Kaplan Financial will equip you with the skills and confidence needed to shine in the 
challenging accounting and finance industry.

WHY KAPLAN FINANCIAL?

ACCREDITATIONS
ACCA Approved Learning Partner (ALP) – Student Tuition Platinum 
Status, Registered Learning Organisation (RLO) for Singapore CA 
Qualification (formerly known as Singapore QP) by the Singapore 
Accountancy Commission (SAC), Registered Tuition Provider for CPA 
Program by CPA Australia, Training provider for CAIA®, Exclusive 
CFA® training provider for CFA Singapore and Approved Prep 
Provider by CFA Institute.

EXTENSIVE
Well-established with a complete 
range of professional accounting 

and financial courses in 
Singapore, catering to all levels.

EXPERIENCE
To date, thousands of students 

have been through our doors. 
We have one of the largest 

accounting and finance lecturer 
teams, who bring with them an 

invaluable pool of experience 
which our students can readily 

tap on.

ACCESSIBILITY
Our centrally-located campuses 
at Wilkie Edge and PoMo facilitate 
your learning.

REPUTATION
Voted Best Corporate Training 
Provider for Finance Management, 
Computer Science & IT and Senior 
Management & Leadership in the 
JobsCentral Learning, Training & 
Education Development Awards 
2017.

Voted Top 3 Best Private Institutes 
in Singapore (2013 to 2016) by 
AsiaOne People’s Choice Awards.



  ETHICS AND GOVERNANCE – This subject provides candidates 
with the knowledge and skills required of the professional accountant, 
to operate effectively in a demanding and dynamic global business 
environment. This subject is designed to ensure the development of a 
range of professional ethics, values and attitudes among professional 
accountants.

  STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING – The aim of this 
subject is to develop the skills of the professional accountant in creating, 
managing and enhancing sustainable value to the organisation through 
the use of various strategic management tools and techniques.

  FINANCIAL REPORTING – The primary aim of Financial Reporting 
is to provide candidates with globally transferable skills to prepare a set 
of general purpose financial statements in different jurisdictions. The 
subject encourages high quality financial reporting and the practice of 
strong ethical values in the accounting profession.

  GLOBAL STRATEGY AND LEADERSHIP – The primary aim of this 
subject is to provide candidates with an understanding of the concepts 
and principles that underpin the practices of strategy and leadership in 
the global economy, and the ability to apply these concepts to real-life 
business cases.

  ADVANCED AUDIT AND ASSURANCE – The aims of this subject 
are to provide candidates with the required knowledge to develop 
and apply audit procedures, understand the entity and environment in 
order to obtain and evaluate the audit evidence, develop professional 
judgment and awareness of ethics, values and attitudes expected 
of audit professionals performing audit and assurance engagements 
anywhere in the world. Candidates will develop an understanding of audit 
conclusions and reporting requirements in accordance with the relevant 
international pronouncements. They will become awareness of current 
and future developments relating to assurance engagements.

  ADVANCED TAXATION – This subject examines diverse and 
advanced tax issues from income tax law for a variety of business 
structures and investment entities, goods and services tax, international 
tax and anti-tax avoidance regimes. It also considers the tax implications 
of complex business structures and corporate financing arrangements, 
to equip candidates with relevant skills to advise their corporate clients.

The Preparatory Course for CPA Program® is divided into 2 levels – Foundation Exams and the CPA Program®. Both levels are offered by Kaplan 
Learning Institute in Full-Time and Part-Time modes, with the Full-Time mode open to both local and international students.

The CPA (Certified Practising Accountant) designation is recognised throughout the world and denotes a combination of strategic business skill and 
leadership as well as technical rigour. It represents a soundness in depth, breadth and quality of knowledge in accounting and finance. The CPA Program® 
is a rigorous, educational and experience program, comprising education subjects and integrated workplace learning.

ABOUT THE PREPARATORY COURSE FOR CPA PROGRAM®

  FOUNDATIONS OF ACCOUNTING – This exam covers the 
knowledge of fundamental accounting concepts for different types of 
business entities, including the purpose of accounting, the users of 
accounting information and an introduction to recording transactional 
accounting data in the double entry bookkeeping system. It also covers 
the acquisition and disposal of assets and the production of financial 
statements.

  ECONOMICS AND MARKETS – This exam covers economics and 
quantitative methods. In economics, key microeconomics concepts of 
demand and supply, elasticity, productivity, market structures, and market 
failure are covered. It also covers macroeconomic concepts of income 
distribution and the structure of the financial economy including the 
calculation of key national economic measures. In quantitative methods, 
key tools of statistical analysis are covered, such as descriptive statistics, 
frequency distributions and probability, hypothesis testing, simple linear 
regression and correlation.

  FUNDAMENTALS OF BUSINESS LAW – This exam covers general 
legal knowledge relating to the business environment, a basic knowledge 
of the law of contracts, and an understanding of the responsibilities and 
risks that arise in business, with particular regard to the law relating to 
corporate entities.

  BUSINESS FINANCE – This exam covers the understanding 
of business finance and treasury function including the fundamental 
concepts of capital, investment, funding and risk assessment and 
management. It also covers the analysis and management of an entity’s 
financial position, portfolio management, and short and long-term 
financial management.

  FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING – This exam covers 
an understanding of the format and function of financial statements, 
including analysis and interpretation of financial statements. It also 
includes the production of financial statements for consolidated company 
groups, and foreign currency translation.

  MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING – This exam covers an 
understanding of developments in management accounting and the tools 
management accountants use to cost products and services, and to develop 
and manage budgets. It also covers performance management and control; 
planning and assessment of project alternatives; and an understanding of 
the nature, functions, structures and operations of management.

The Foundation Exams provide students with non-accounting academic 
backgrounds a route to the CPA Program®. These exams cover the 
knowledge you require in order to become an Associate member.

Exemptions may apply, subject to the assessment from CPA Australia® 
of your application.

• March and September
• Full-time: 12 sessions (36 hours) per subject
• Part-time: 8 sessions (24 hours) per subject

• January and July
• Full-time: 15 sessions (45 hours) per subject
• Part-time: 8 sessions (24 hours) per subject

CBE: Foundation exams are computer-based (CBE) and administered 
by our exam partner, PearsonVUE. 100 multiple-choice questions will 
be delivered in random order to each candidate, within 3 hours and 15 
minutes.

Consisting of a combination of multiple choice and extended response 
questions, all CPA Program® exams are open book and based on the 
study guide and material, other than Singapore Taxation. Exams for 
elective subjects consist of multiple choice questions only.

The CPA Program® provides students with accounting-related academic 
backgrounds to help kick-start their journeys to becoming a CPA.

The CPA Program® includes four compulsory subjects, two electives and 
a practical experience component that will give you the skills to stand 
out in the world.

   FOUNDATION EXAMS

   COURSE COMMENCEMENT

   EXAMS FORMAT

   CPA PROGRAM®

   COURSE COMMENCEMENT

   EXAMS FORMAT

All information contained in this brochure is accurate at time of print (November 2018). KLI reserves the right to vary this information should the circumstances so require.



OUR LECTURERS

 National University of Singapore graduate with a First Class Honours in  
Business Administration

 Experience as a corporate banker before moving on to obtain a Postgraduate 
Diploma in Education with Distinction

 More than a decade of experience in teaching financial accounting
 Committed to helping students build a strong foundation in Accounting
 Friendly and engaging teaching styles help students successfully grasp and  

apply concepts
 Her goal is to impart her problem-solving skills and help students achieve their 

academic goals

Kelly Ngo

 Chartered Accountant of Singapore (CA Singapore) with the Institute of Singapore 
Chartered Accountants (ISCA) and Singapore Institute of Accredited Tax 
Professionals (SIATP)

 Began his career in auditing with a reputable international firm where he gained 
valuable professional and commercial experience

 Has several years of accounting experience with large corporations and public 
listed companies in Singapore.

 Patient and determined to nurture students in developing an interest in  
financial accounting

Lim Teck Chuan (Ivan)

 Chartered Accountant and Chartered Financial Analyst
 20 years of professional experience in Finance and Accounting
 Vast experience under to bring value to students and society
 Firm believer in helping her students learn and grow both as an individual and as a 

team member in their class

Elizabeth Ng

 Holds a Master of Law (London), specialising in Commercial and Corporate Law
 Over 10 years of accumulated teaching and practising experience in accounting 

law modules with leading educational institutions in Singapore
 Firmly believes in aiding his students to build a strong foundation in Accounting 

through a focused yet engaging teaching approach

Mohamed Malik

 Graduated from the ACCA professional scheme and holds a Master’s Degree in 
Business Administration from Manchester Business School

 A Chartered Accountant (Singapore)
 Subject specialist in accounting and audit subjects
 Started his career in audit while having exposure to various sectors including 

logistics, retail and information technology
 Most recent position as a financial controller of a technology start-up, key roles 

include financial reporting, treasury, corporate finance and investor relations
 Involved in various academic related work include writing of course materials, 

preparation and marking of examination papers

Wildy Chia

 Holds a Master of Business Administration (MBA) from the University of Adelaide, 
Australia, graduating as a mace bearer for her academic excellence and prize 
winner for Strategic Management

 An National University of Singapore (NUS) Business School graduate
 Achieved her position of Assistant General Manager by the age of 29
 Since then, she decided on a total career change to share her industrial and 

managerial experiences by lecturing
 Former lecturer at SIM University
 A candid facilitator at Kaplan, she loves to inject her brand of humour and 

management insight into her classes

Yuen Yuen

 Fellow of the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (FCCA) Chartered 
Accountant of Singapore (CA Singapore) with the Institute of Singapore Chartered 
Accountants (ISCA)

 Specialises in global mobility tax services, with focus on tax planning and 
compliance

 More than 10 years of experience with the international accounting firms
 Keen to share her extensive experience and knowledge with her students  

during lectures

Monaliza Swatan

 CPA Australia® member
 Bachelor’s Degree in Commerce from Murdoch University, Australia
 Master of Accounting Degree from Curtin University of Technology, Australia
 Master of Business Administration Degree from Heriot-Watt University, UK
 Began his career as an analyst in property investment
 Possessed marketing and account management experience in the information 

technology and the tourism and hospitality industries
 Held various managerial and professional positions in the education and training 

services sector for the past 16 years

Chong Kok Jong

 Holds both the ACCA and CPA qualifications
 Masters of Finance with Distinction from the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology
 Bachelor of Business Administration Degree from the National University of Singapore
 17 years of lecturing experience, including 9 years with the School of Business and 

Accountancy at Ngee Ann Polytechnic
 Specialises in the areas of Financial Accounting and Cost/Management Accounting in 

the Accountancy and Business Studies Diplomas
 A three-time nominee and conferred the Academic Award (Teaching) in the year 2004
 Currently lecturing at Kaplan Financial for the CPA Australia and ACCA programmes
 Specialises in various areas including Governance, Risk and Ethics; Performance 

Management and control; Foundation in Taxation; Cost Accounting and  
Financial Accounting

Yeo Siow Pin

 Full member of ACCA
 ACMA Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA)
 Vast work experience in the auditing and corporate finance fields
 Passion for teaching began as a student conducting tutorials and eventually led 

her to switch her career to the teaching profession
 Has more than 10 years of experience teaching accounting courses
 A former prize winner, she likes to make her lessons engaging but systematic

Vandana Khialani



STUDY FOR YOUR PREPARATORY COURSE FOR CPA PROGRAM® AT KAPLAN

more than 1,500 students

As a Registered Tuition Provider in Singapore for the CPA Program®, we are committed to providing high quality tuition and 
learning experience support for students on their CPA® journey.

Registered Tuition Provider in 
Singapore for the CPA Program

As the longest-running provider in Singapore since 2011 
and Registered Tuition Provider for the CPA Program®, 
we have been assessed based on CPA Australia’s strict 
criteria and quality assurance in providing tuition support 

for students in the CPA Program®.

Experienced
Lecturers

With experienced lecturers, we believe in 
continuously empowering students in the CPA 

Program® in achieving their exam success. 
Since 2011, we have prepared more than 

1,500 students for their exams.



  6733 1877

kli.sg@kaplan.com

Kaplan City Campus @ PoMo

1 Selegie Road, #06-01, Singapore 188306
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